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Summary

Wind power production forecasts over the next hours to days ahead are a prerequisite for the
secure and economic operation of power systems with high wind power penetration. For wind
power producers who participate in a day-ahead electricity market, low predictability of wind production results in imbalance costs. This influences the revenue, and in turn, the pay back of the
investment. The aim of this work is to evaluate the role of wind power predictability versus the
traditional used criterion of capacity factor on the investment phase of a wind farm and on spatial
planning in an electricity market context. The study cases of OMEL and PJM markets are considered to generalize the results of the West Denmark (DK1) case study (also presented here) in
order to quantify the impact of predictability. In the three studies, we find that the role of capacity
factor in explaining the revenue is greatly more important than the predictability (more than 99%
in comparison with 0.05% for predictability in OMEL, 0.04% in NordPool and, in average, 0.001%
for PJM).
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Introduction

The share of renewable energy sources in the energy mix of several countries worldwide is rapidly
increasing. As regards the European Union (EU-27), the European Commission has set the target
of having 20% of EU-27´ s energy consumption coming from renewable sources. Wind energy is
anticipated to be a major contributor to this target with an installed capacity that is expected to extend from 74.7 GW by end of 2010 in EU-27, to 230 GW by 2020 according to EWEA projections
(see [1]).
Such large-scale integration of wind energy raises several challenges in operating and managing
power systems, as they are a great deal more subject to variability. An yet, the electricity being
a non-storable product, the balance between production and consumption must be maintained.
Therefore, it is now recognized that accurate short-term forecasts of wind farms´ power output
over the next few hours to days are important factors for the secure and economic operation of
power systems with high wind power penetration [2]. Today, significant R and D efforts are being undertaken to improve the performance of wind power prediction models and related weather
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forecast models. Increased overall wind power predictability is expected to be beneficial for several actors, such as transmission or distribution system operators, to efficiently perform functions
such as estimating reserves, unit commitment, and congestion management.
Furthermore, this growth of the share of renewables in the generation mix calls for an adaptation of the incentive policies. Accordingly, a means to protect the grid from imbalances is to adapt
the economical mechanisms governing this production. This corresponds to the introduction of
renewable production in the traditional electricity markets, where deviations of the produced energy from the contracted energy (imbalance) due to forecast errors are exchanged at a different
price called the imbalance price. Indeed, with growing integration of renewables, countries tend to
shift from a feed-in tariff policy difficult to sustain in the long-run (given the fixed remuneration per
kW.h, predictability does not play any role in decision-making for producers), to a management
of imbalances with imbalance prices so that variablity is regulated by prices whose design can
be adapted.This direct translation of wind power forecast errors into a financial cost, as well as
strategies for the reduction of this cost, have already been studied (see e.g. in [3, 4, 5, 6]), and
yet it is still difficult to quantify the economic benefit of increasing predictability. The direct consequence of this is the difficulty in devising clear economic incentives aiming at greater predictability.
From the producer or the investor´ s point of view, this change of paradigm questions the usual
decision-making process concerning the choice of location of wind farms. Usually based on
well-established ”resource assessment” study based on capacity factor, the costs incurred from
forecast errors could damage benefits, all the more as the more wind farms are installed the less
the choice among sites is large and the more complex the sites´ terrains are. Indeed, previous
works like the benchmarking exercise performed in [7] have shown to what extent predictability
is dependent on terrain complexity; the higher the complexity, the lower the predictability. It was
shown also in [8] that predictability tends to decrease when wind speeds increase.
The aim of this paper is to quantitatively assess the role of predictability versus the role of capacity factor, with real market data and real wind farm production data. The actors concerned
could be independent power producers, wind farm developers, aggregators or virtual power plant
operators who need to decide where to install a new wind farm, or how to compose an optimal
portfolio of wind farms to participate in an electricity market. In addition, penalties paid by producers who deviate from the day-ahead contract are settled by the transmission system operator and
market operator, who will thus be concerned by the results of this paper.
This paper and the article [9] study the new questions which are increasingly being asked by
end-users: Can a compromise between resource potential and predictability be beneficial when
choosing among two sites where to install a wind farm? Is some compromise to be found when
choosing among two sites, let us say one with high potential but low predictability (i.e. a complex
terrain site) and one with lower potential but higher predictability (i.e. a flat terrain site), so that
such a compromise might lead to choosing the site with lower potential if the loss in revenue can
be compensated by lower penalties? Taking this reasoning one step further, one might study how
to optimally extend a portfolio of wind farms by adding new wind farms so that the ensemble has
an optimal performance in the market.
To sum up, this paper may present an interest for investors and producers in order to help them
choose the optimal strategy to maximize their revenue, but it also presents an interest for the
power system and market operators, who may want to incite wind farm operators to adopt practices which increase predictability so that wind production is the source of less imbalances. In
this paper we propose a methodology to study the above questions, and carry out the study for
three real-world markets : Nordpool, OMEL and PJM. In section 3 we present a general market
model, the data which was used in this study, and the methodology used on approximately 200
wind farms in Denmark. In Section 4, the results obtained with this methodology are shown before
concluding in section 5.
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3

Case studies methodology

3.1

The generic market model

We consider producers selling their forecasted production in a day-ahead market. A producer´ s
revenue can be decomposed in two terms : the product of sales, given by the amount of energy
actually sold times the spot price and the imbalance cost, which can be positive or negative and
is determined by the amount of error between the forecasted (and therefore bid) and the actual
amount of energy delivered. This can be expressed by
Revenue = f 1 (π c , E ∗ ) + f 2 π c , π c+ , π c− , d∗



where
π c is the spot price,
E ∗ is the energy actually delivered,
π c+ is the imbalance price for a positive deviation from the bid,
π c− is the imbalance price for a negative deviation from the bid,
d∗ = E ∗ − E c is the error between the actual energy delivered and the bid, with E c the contracted
energy. Indeed,
f 1 (π c , E ∗ ) = π c × E ∗
and
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d∗+ × π ∗+ = d∗+ × π c − π c+



d∗− × π ∗− = d∗− × π c− − π c



(1)

where d∗+ is the positive amount of imbalance and d∗− is the negative amount of imbalance. Low
predictability is reflected through imbalance costs in the second term of the revenue expression.
The impact of this term can be influenced by two factors:
• The market mechanism can fix different imbalance prices to favor or penalize the balance responsible party according to the system´ s state (up or down regulation), and the imbalance
direction of the producer.
• The magnitude of the regulation prices which are used to distribute the balancing costs
among participants may be high or low compared to the spot price according to the system.
Indeed, apart from market mechanisms, market participants may be penalized by the level of
regulation prices as they impact on participants which are not balanced with respect to their bid.
Therefore, the magnitude of regulation prices should also be compared to spot prices to measure
the impact of imbalances on revenues earned with sales on the spot market.
There are several potential factors which may influence this ratio:
→ The availability of interconnections with the exterior which brings flexibility to the system
(storage is also another flexibility mean);
→ The availability of low-cost balancing power such as hydropower;
→ The share of renewable energy in the generation mix : a priori, all else being equal, the
larger the share the bigger the imbalances and the costs of regulation;
→ The size of the area or the level of aggregation: variability can be smoothened by compensating shortages in one area by the production in another.
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3.2

The wind data

In this study, we analyse the impact of capacity factor and predictability on the revenue of wind
farms. This calculation is based on data collected from November 2007 to October 2009 on
approximately 200 wind farms from West Denmark. For each of them, the capacity factor and the
predictability were calculated. To measure predictability, normalized average mean absolute error
was used:
T
1X
N M AE =
N M AEtX
T t=1
with
N M AEtX

H=36
1 X
X
Errt+h|t
=
24
h=13

where

X
Errt+h|t

is the normalized forecast error:


X
X
X
X
Errt+h|t
= Pt+h
− Pbt+h|t
/Pnom
× 100

X
X
where Pnom
is the nominal power of a wind farm X in the set of wind farms, Pt+h
is the actual
X
power delivered at horizon h and Pbt+h|t
is the forecast production at the horizon h at time t.
The forecast and actual energy delivered data were collected for each farm.

3.3

The market data

Three real-world markets were studied : NordPool, OMEL and PJM. For each market, the spot
and imbalance prices were collected. Here is a brief description of their mechanisms:
In NordPool, the imbalance price equals the spot price when the producer´ s imbalance direction is opposite to the system´ s imbalance. Otherwise it is based on the price of regulation. This
market is decomposed into several price zones, but only West Denmark (DK1) was studied.
In OMEL, the same market mechanism is applied with an additional control on the energy prices.
This market is regional and covers Spain.
In PJM, the imbalance prices are the real-time Locational Marginal Prices (LMP). Indeed, this
market, located in the United States, is a nodal one, where the region is split into small areas, for
which local prices are determined. The study is carried out for each of the 98 nodes identified.

3.4

The methodology

For each market, the revenue for each wind farm was calculated. Then, a regression according
to each wind farm´ s capacity factor was carried out. The residue of this regression was analysed
through another regression according to each wind farm´ s NMAE (characterizing predictability).
Figure 1 illustrates this process:
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Market data (spot price,
long and short imbalance
prices) acquisition
NordPool, OMEL, PJM

Wind farms characterization
(capacity factor and normalized
average mean absolute error i.e
NMAE for predictability) and
NordPool data acquisition

Revenue calculation for each
wind farm

Regression to analyze the
share of revenue explained by
capacity factor
Regression to analyze the
share of residue explained by
predictability

Figure 1: Methodological process
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Results

In this section, we show the results determining the share of predictability and capacity factor in
explaining the revenue. They were obtained by carrying out a regression on the revenue according
to the capacity factor of wind farms. Then, the residue from this regression (the share of revenue
which was not explained by revenue) underwent a regression according to the NMAE of wind
farms.

Figure 2: Results for the NordPool (DK1) market
We can see that the results for NordPool and OMEL are very similar.
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Figure 3: Results for the OMEL market
For PJM, we carried out the regressions for each of the 98 nodes of our inventory. In the following,
we kept the values of percentages representing the share of revenue explained by capacity factor,
and the share of the residue from this first regression explained by predictability. These values
are shown in two histograms:

Figure 4: Results for the PJM market
The results for PJM go in the same direction as for NordPool and OMEL. For the three markets,
we have a very high share of revenue explained by capacity factor, and a minor to low share of
the residue of revenue explained by predictability, which results in an overall very low share of
revenue explained by predictability.
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Conclusion and perspectives

Our work studied the impact of predictability on a producer´ s revenue for three real-world market
mechanisms: NordPool (West Denmark DK1 region), OMEL (Spain) and PJM (United States).
For OMEL, we obtained that the predictability accounted for 0.05% and for NordPool it accounted
for 0.3% of the revenue. For PJM, in average, the predictability accounted for 0.001% of the revenue. In opposition to this, for the three markets, the capacity factor explained the major share of
revenue. From these results, we can conclude that for these markets, the capacity factor remains
the most important factor in the determination of a producer´ s revenue, as opposed to the predictability.
These results may be explained by low regulation (low level of imbalance costs). In NordPool
for instance, strong interconnections with neighboring countries and the existence of low-cost
balancing power such as hydro provides more flexibilities, enabling the prices of regulation to decrease.
These results may also be explained by the strong positive correlation which exists between prediction errors and the capacity factor. Ultimately, this implies that in any resource assessment
phase, lower predictability will go hand in hand with a high associated capacity factor. This makes
predictability almost irrelevant in the resource assessment phase, at least from a wind power producer´ s point of view.
Note that there is a difference between considering predictability in the resource assessment
phase and considering predictability for a given installed wind farm. In the second case, not
treated in this paper, the capacity factor is fixed and the role of predictability is much stronger.
Market imbalance cost reduction is not the only benefit a wind power producer can obtain from
predictability. Within the O and M cost breakdown, predictability can play a more important role,
especially for offshore wind farms, where the lack of predictability leads not only to market imbalance costs but also to loss of availability due to downtime periods (turbines not accessible due
to bad weather that was not well predicted in the maintenance strategy). Still, apart from specific
rules in tenders for wind power installation projects, market imbalance costs constitute the only
incentive for producers toward achieving more predictability.
Finally the results of this paper do not quantify the benefit of predictability from the system´ s
point of view. Indeed, the effectiveness of the market measure does not necessarily coincide with
the value of predictability with respect to the electric system, and might miss the benefits and
costs brought about by longer-term investment. Further work should contain a systemic analysis
in the spirit of the capacity value [10], in order to reveal the intrinsic value of increasing predictability for a given system at a given level of predictability.
Further developments of this work could include the application of the methodology to systems
with other characteristics (share of renewable, available interconnections...) influencing the magnitude of regulation compared to the spot price, as this factor could have more influence on the
revenue than the mere choice of a particular market mechanism.
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